Chef’s Corner: NC Stingray BBQ with Cole Slaw
SEPTEMBER 2020

Eastern vs. Western NC Barbecue: We put these traditional BBQ recipes to the
test in a most non-traditional way, and the results kept our taste testers coming
back for more every time!
I first published my article on Stingray Processing 101 in the April 2019 VBAC Chef’s Corner on the Club website and in
the Tight Lines newsletter. I followed that up with a recipe for Thai Stingray Fish Cakes in May 2019, and folks have been
asking for more recipes ever since. So, I decided to have a little fun with it, and the result was a pair of excellent recipes
sure to turn the most stubborn skeptic into Stingray connoisseurs!

The Great Debate
When pondering the question of which is best - Eastern vs. Western NC
BBQ – it really comes down to a preference for a Vinegar-based or Tomatobased sauce. I am not going to even try to opine on which is better, but I
will say I truly enjoy each on their own merit!
In North Carolina, Eastern-style barbecue is known for its vinegar base and
peppery bite, which makes it lighter and spicier than its western counterpart.
Western-style, or "Lexington style" barbecue, features a rich, sweet sauce
typically made with butter, sugar, and ketchup. I replaced the butter with
bacon drippings to infuse a little pork flavor into the Stingray meat, and it
really worked nicely and added great texture!

Eastern (L) vs. Western (R) NC
Stingray BBQ!

According to John Shelton Reed, co-author of Holy Smoke: The Big Book of
North Carolina Barbecue, descriptions of today’s BBQ date back to the 1500s in the Caribbean. But, those islanders were
not slow-cooking pigs back then; they were slow-cooking alligator, fish, and anything else they could catch – including
stingray! They concocted an acidic sauce to preserve the meat using readily available lemon juice, red peppers, and salt.
This early BBQ migrated north to the shores of the United States during the slave trade in the 19th century, whereby the
Spaniards introduced pork meat to the island pit-masters. The only adaption that Americans made to this early Caribbean
BBQ was the substitution of vinegar for lemon juice since lemons were not readily available north of Florida.
That tradition of vinegar laced with salt, black pepper, and red pepper still lives on today in classic Eastern NC BBQ
recipes, and boasts a clear lineage to those original Caribbean pit masters!
Western North Carolina BBQ is not radically different from its Eastern cousin as far as the sauce is concerned. The major
difference is the introduction of tomato, or ketchup, to the sauce.
This “new” style of BBQ sauce is alleged to have been created sometime after Heinz introduced ketchup at the Centennial
International Exhibition in 1876. Like Eastern BBQ, the base is still a good dose of vinegar tempered with sugar and
tomato to sweeten up the vinegary tang. The combination of sugar, salt, and acid from the tomato does just as well to
preserve the meat as its Eastern predecessor while introducing a newfound richness with its sweet tomato-based tang.
So, whether it is alligator, pork, or stingray, the debate lives on as to which is better – Eastern or Western NC BBQ?
Fortunately, Stingrays have two large, meaty wings, so I was able to dedicate one wing to Eastern BBQ and one wing to
Western BBQ – I leave the decision of which is best to you!

Preparing the Stingray Wings
I published a detailed “how to” tutorial on Stingray Processing 101 in the April 2019 edition of the Chef’s Corner at the
following link, or simply pull up the Chef’s Corner archive on the VBAC website:
http://www.virginiabeachanglersclub.org/Chefcorner/190315_Stingray_Processing_101_Germanos%20(1).pdf
In this case, I chose to grill the wings “bone-in” as one would a pork shoulder, so I did not fillet the meat off the cartilage
as shown in my tutorial.
I also experimented to see which method would produce the better textured meat for BBQ – skin-on or skin-off. Both
produced excellent results, and because stingray skin is smooth, it grills very nicely and does an excellent job of keeping
the meat moist during the grilling and smoking process!
Pictured below is the Stingray I used for this recipe. I had just landed and released a nice 38.75-inch Red Drum at Ramp
49 in Frisco, NC, when I hooked into this medium-sized Southern Ray, which I immediately field dressed for this recipe!

Stingray from the Frisco, NC Surf.

Wings to be trimmed for the Grill.

Close-up of Wing C ross-section.

Once I removed and rinsed the wings on the beach, I trimmed the edges on the fillet table and prepared them to neatly fit
on my Weber grill that evening.
As for spicing the wings, there are two options. The simple option is to simply sprinkle your favorite seasoning on the
meat after basting with bacon grease. Or create a more traditional rub as you might when grilling pork butts.
I prefer the rub, but either will produce excellent results, and the sauce will ultimately be the crowning glory that gives
each recipe its signature flavor.
Ingredients for the Rub:
8 tsp. sweet paprika

2 tsp. ground black pepper

2 tbsp. dark brown sugar

2 tsp. ground white pepper

2 tbsp. kosher salt

2 tsp. cayenne

2 tsp. dry mustard powder

2 Medium-Large Trimmed Stingray Wings (about 7-8 lbs
each)

2 tsp. garlic powder

Making the Rub: Mix paprika, sugar, salt, mustard, garlic powder, both peppers, and cayenne in a bowl. Rub each wing
all over with spice mixture. Let sit at room temperature for 1 hour. I let mine “rest” as we prepared the grill and enjoyed a
few cold “refreshments.” I really like to use the rub, but you can “cheat” if you are in a hurry by simply sprinkling your
favorite Cajun shake over both sides of the wings and it will do the job just as well!

Stingray wings ready for the rub.

Stingray wings with rub applied.

Getting that initial smoke on!

Once the rub is applied, the task becomes grill management to keep the coals hot and producing smoke just as you would
with a pork butt. I turned these large wings twice, basting with bacon grease each time to moisten the surface and infuse
more smoke into the meat until it began to glaze and flake-off as shown here.

Ready for a second basting!

Smoke adhering to the meat!

Perfectly smoked stingray wing!

Once the meat is nicely smoked, remove the wings from the grill and pull the meat from the cartilage as shown and
reserve for the next step – infusing the sauce!

Stingray fresh off the grill!

Pulling the meat from the cartilage.

Pulled Stingray for BBQ!

Eastern NC Barbecue
Along the Southeast Virginia and Northeast North Carolina coasts, this vinegar-based BBQ seems to be the most popular,
and since it is arguably the elder statesman, it is presented here first. However, that is no slight to its western cousin, and
once you’ve tried both I know one thing is certain: you will want to keep the next tackle-bustin’ Stingray that gets your
drag screaming and give each recipe a try!
Vinegar-based Eastern NC BBQ Sauce
This simple Eastern Carolina Barbecue Sauce Recipe is a vinegar-based barbecue sauce I make for pulled pork, but it is
superb on pulled Stingray as well! It is easy, cheap, and fast to make, so there is no reason to buy a commercial version!
Ingredients
2 cups apple cider vinegar
2 tablespoons dark brown sugar
1 tablespoon ketchup
½ tsp cayenne pepper
1 teaspoon of red pepper flakes
1 teaspoon of ground black pepper
1 teaspoon salt
Instructions

Eastern NC BBQ sauce ingredients.

Eastern NC BBQ sauce.

Place all ingredients in a pan and cook on the stove top at Medium heat.
Bring to a gentle boil, whisking together until sugar and salt are completely dissolved. Remove from heat and cool to
room temperature.
If not using right away, refrigerate overnight, and shake well before serving. I put my sauce in a mason jar, but old salad
dressing bottles are great for storing and dispensing sauce. The sauce can be used/served immediately, but it is best made
24 hours or more in advance to allow the flavors to thoroughly meld.
Preparing Eastern NC Barbecued Stingray
Unlike pork, Stingray meat is ultra-lean with no fat other than the bacon grease drippings added. Therefore, when
preparing Stingray BBQ, I like to gently bake or sauté sauce into the meat to give it a nice richness similar to pork. The
result is a moist, tasty product ready that will store and reheat extremely well!
Ingredients
One Stingray wing, grilled
½ cup chopped onion
¼ cup chopped pepper
¼ cup bacon drippings (or to taste)
2 cups Eastern NC BBQ Sauce
Sauers BBQ Sauce (optional for topping)
One Stingray wing, grilled

Eastern NC BBQ topped with a
drizzle of Sauers sauce!

Instructions
Pull and shred the Stingray meat from one of the wings. Discard the cartilage (Stingrays do not have traditional bones like
other fish).
Sauté the chopped onion and pepper in bacon drippings until lightly browned.
Add some more bacon drippings and slowly stir-in the pulled stingray meat. Simmer for 5-10 minutes.

Bacon grease, onions, and peppers.

Frying the onions and peppers!

Blending the meat into the pan!

Add the BBQ sauce and stir into the meat mixture. Simmer the sauce into the meat for another 5-10 minutes, then remove
from the heat and let cool. Reserve leftover sauce for use when serving.

Ready to stir-in the sauce.

Simmering the sauce into the meat.

Eastern NC BBQ ready to package!

Package the BBQ into containers and top with a drizzle of Sauers BBQ Sauce (optional). Refrigerate for 24 hours to let
the sauce fully penetrate the meat. It heats up very nicely and improves with age!
Heat as needed and serve on a sesame seed bun with remaining sauce and your favorite coleslaw and some Texas Pete or
Frank’s Red Hot!
I like my BBQ sandwich with the coleslaw on top and finished with a little Texas Pete, but it certainly has enough zesty
flavor to be served on a roll all by itself!
Note:
I packaged four pints of BBQ by topping each off with a thin layer of Sauers Barbecue Sauce. Sauers is a vinegar-based
sauce that I sometimes use to “protect” the product when refrigerated and/or frozen, and it adds some additional tang!
This step is optional, but I had a little left in the bottle, so I figured why not use it!

Western NC (Lexington) Pulled Stingray Barbecue
I cheated on this phase of the recipe by using prepared sauces I had on hand that I knew would get that sweet, tangy flavor
well-infused into the pulled Stingray meat. Like its Eastern cousin, this “sauce-in” BBQ will store well in the refrigerator
for up to two weeks, although it rarely lasts two days before the family devours it! It also freezes well!
While I considered several different sauces, I settled on Sweet Baby Ray’s Hickory and Brown Sugar BBQ Sauce and
Sweet ‘n Spicy BBQ Sauce. To add a bit of acid, I mixed-in some vinegary Zesty & Bright Hot BBQ sauce (pictured below
right). The combination of sweet and tangy flavors brought out the absolute best in the pulled BBQ stingray meat!
Ingredients
One Stingray wing, grilled

*2 tablespoons Zesty & Bright Hot BBQ sauce (or apple cider vinegar)

½ cup chopped onion

*½ cup Sweet Baby Ray’s Hickory BBQ Sauce (or to taste)

¼ cup chopped pepper

*½ cup Sweet Baby Ray’s Brown Sugar BBQ Sauce (or to taste)

¼ cup bacon drippings (or to taste)

Commercially available sweet sauces for Stingray BBQ!

Sauces used for the Western NC BBQ!

*Notes: If you decide to go more traditional, here is one recipe for preparing your own Western Carolina-style BBQ
Sauce. This Lexington-style sauce is a great substitute for the many sweet tomato-based commercial brands if you opt to
create your own sauce! I have used this with great success on pork, so why not stingray meat?
Ingredients (Lexington BBQ Sauce)
Countless variations abound, but here are the basic ingredients for this version of Lexington BBQ Sauce. Feel free to
tweak to your own taste and/or substitute your own favorite regional recipe!
1 cup ketchup

1/4 cup water

Optional: 1/2 teaspoon cayenne (for “kick”)

1/2 cup sugar

2 tablespoons chili powder (mild)

1 teaspoon soy sauce

1/3 cup light brown sugar

1 teaspoon black pepper (or to taste)

2 tablespoons butter or bacon grease

3/4 cup cider vinegar

1 teaspoon white pepper (or to taste)

1 tablespoon liquid smoke (hickory flavor)

Directions (Lexington BBQ Sauce)
Combine all ingredients, except soy sauce, butter (I prefer bacon drippings – puts some of that “porkiness” in play and
adds great texture!), and liquid smoke, in a medium saucepan. Simmer on low for 20 minutes, making sure to stir
occasionally. Add the remaining ingredients and simmer for 10 more minutes. Remove sauce from heat and allow mixture
to cool for 10 to 15 minutes before using.

Tips: If making ahead of time, store in an airtight container in the refrigerator for up to five days after initial preparation
to let the flavors mature and meld. To use, stir into the stingray meat or simply serve on the side with smoked stingray. It
is also delicious on pulled stingray sandwiches.
Directions (Finished Product)
Pull the Stingray meat from the cartilage and shred or chop to desired consistency. Set the meat aside and discard the
cartilage (stingrays, like sharks and skate, do not have traditional bones like other finfish).
In a large skillet, sauté the chopped peppers and onions in bacon drippings until translucent and just beginning to brown.
Stir the pulled/chopped stingray meat into the bacon grease, peppers, and onions and simmer for 5-7 minutes.

Bacon grease, onions, and peppers.

Frying the onions and peppers!

Blending the meat into the pan!

Stirring-in the Sweet-n-Spicy Sauce.

Simmering-in the sauces!

Western NC BBQ ready to package!

Stir in the sauce(s) and simmer another 7-10 minutes or until the sauce(s) is evenly distributed and the mixture is hot.
*Serve on a fresh sesame seed bun a with your favorite hot sauce and a side of coleslaw (I like my coleslaw on the
sandwich!).
*Tip: While it is fine to serve this BBQ immediately, I have found that cooling and refrigerating overnight really allows
the flavors to meld. Then simply heat and serve whenever you like!
Refrigerate leftovers in airtight container and heat as needed. With sauce blended into the BBQ, it will keep for at least
two weeks, but I am certain it will be eaten much sooner than that!

Contributed by VBAC member John T.H. Germanos, aka “The Instinctive Chef”

